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BIASA SUMMER/FALL 2017 COLLECTION

BIASA Men Collection comes to play simplicity, relaxation and comfort with elegance, for a refined man that 

appreciates natural material and discrete details.

The luxury masterpieces of this collection draws direct influence from BIASA heritage and patterns, combining 

exquisite hand-made block print fabrics with tone on tone hand stitched embroidery effects, with a large selection 

of colored stripes in our summer colors of choice being Raja Blue, Mandarin and Rose. A celebration of elegant 

patterns and geometric shapes as well as original cuts translates the most coveted styles of BIASA, keeping true to 

BIASA brand philosophy of ‘extraordinary simplicity’. 

Great emphasis is given to the many details of this Collection, explored on different and original applications, fold 

sets, handmade stitching and a series of prints on handmade “block print”, as several options of stripes playing 

with different colors, small geometric patterns ensuring a larger choice for men’s wardrobe.

A new entry this season is the fine Cotton Voile India, present in early BIASA collections and back to the portfolio 

into a fine, lightweave and modern relecture, ensuring discrete and elegant shirts spectrum on Summer/Fall 2017 

offer. Exploring cotton fabrics as well, BIASA keeps a wide option on Cotton Jersey t-shirts, made with patterns 

and stripes in application, as well as another themes and geometric shapes as stars, mushrooms or diamonds. 

The expected success of this new collection will be recognized for ”Its vibrant sophistication and its simplicity, 

which perfectly embody the Brand’s DNA “ as expressed by Susanna Perini, BIASA’s Founder and Creative Director.



Clive
Diamond motive 
block print long 
sleeves shirt in cotton
M5188BI

Aisyer
Drop crotch 
drawstring pants in 
linen heavy harbin
U4038BI
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Clyde
Two fabric 

combination block 
print long sleeves 

shirt in cotton 
supima and cotton 

muslin
M5329BI

Ben
Constructed 

tailored jacket with 
contrast detail in 

cotton blacu
M7109BI

Cole
Relax loose cut 

trousers in linen 
heavy

M4126BI

Fisherman
Peep toe sandals in 

leather
SH033SL

Charles
Two color 

combination block 
print long sleeves 

shirt in cotton
M5188BI

Jora
Slim cut trousers in 

linen heavy
MG491B5

Cobain
Three color 

combination 
applique belt in 

canvas
BE026BI
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Chester
Two color 
combination block 
print long sleeves 
shirt in cotton
M5188BI

Cole
Relax loose cut 
trousers in linen 
heavy
M4126BI

Camica
Two color handstitch 
embellished belt in 
canvas
BE024BI

Caliga
Square inspired strap 
sandals in leather
SH116SL

Cody
Mushroom motive 

block print long 
sleeves shirt in 

cotton
M5188BI

Aisyer
Drop crotch draw-

string pants in linen 
heavy harbin

U4038BI

Akkare
Color combination 

slip-on shoes in 
canvas

SH111SL
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Byrn
Short sleeves vertical 

applique tee in 
cotton

M8206BI

Conan
Contrast handstictch 

oversize shirt jacket 
in linen denim

M5333BI

Jora
Slim cut trousers in 

linen heavy
MG491B5

Orlando
Innovative 

transparent sneakers 
in PVC

SH405TT

Calli
Long sleeve shirt 
with grosgrain 
placket in linen 
light
M501B04

Aisyer
Drop crotch 
drawstring pants 
in linen heavy 
harbin
U4038BI

Conrad
Tone on tone 

combination applique 
with handstitch detail 

short sleeves shirt in 
linen light
M5224BI

Collin
Low crotch 

drawstring bermuda 
in linen heavy harbin

U4221BI

Aladdin
Pointy slip-on shoes 

in leather
SH113SL
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Clint
Two fabric 

combination block 
print short sleeves 

t-shirt in cotton
M5094BI

Collin
Low crotch 

drawstring bermuda 
in linen heavy harbin

U4221BI

Chadi
Diamond motive 
block print with 
handstitch detail 
short sleeves shirt 
in cotton
M5228BI

Two stripe print 
sarong
SA24ZSA

Collin
Low crotch 
drawstring 
bermuda in linen 
heavy harbin
U4221BI

Aladdin
Pointy slip-on 
shoes in leather
SH113SL

Carter
Block print 
combination long 
sleeve shirt in 
cotton
M5188BI

Collin
Low crotch 
drawstring 
bermuda in linen 
heavy harbin
U4221BI

Caliga
Square inspired 
strap sandals in 
leather
SH116SL

Calvin
Diamond motive 
block print with 

handstitch detail 
short sleeves shirt 

in cotton
M5228BI

Collin
Low crotch 
drawstring 

bermuda in linen 
heavy harbin

U4221BI

Cola
Crinckled yarn 

dyed scarf in 
cotton muslin

SC060BI
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Chico
Combination 
patchwork drawstring 
bermuda in cotton 
voile
M4214BI

Akkare
Color combination 
slip-on shoes in canvas
SH111SL

Claus
Block print 
combination 
drawstring 
bermuda in cotton
M4216BI

Connor
Contrast 

handstitched 
detail drawstring 
bermuda in linen 

denim
M4217BI

Getta
Knotted thong 

sandal in leather
SH105SL
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Chris
Diagonal stripe applique 
with handstitch 
embellished short sleeves 
t-shirt in cotton
M8212BI

Candra
Stripe applique on 
sleeves with two 
fabric combination 
T-shirt in cotton 
muslin and cotton 
supima
M8114BI

Collin
Low crotch 
drawstring bermuda 
in linen heavy harbin
U4221BI

CoLA
Crinkled yarn dyed
 scarf in cotton muslin
SC060BI

Orlando
Innovative 
transparent sneakers 
in PVC
SH405TT

Curt
Vertical stripe 

applique 
combination short 

sleeves t-shirt in 
cotton

M8211BI

Benja
Drawstring shorts 

in linen heavy
M444B01

Asme
Stripe applique 

handstitch scarf in 
wool

SC046BI

Akkare
Color combination 

slip-on shoes in 
canvas

SH111SL
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Carson
Pintuck border 
yarn dyed stripe 
long sleeves shirt 
in cotton
M5333BI

Aisyer
Drop crotch 
drawstring pants in 
linen heavy harbin
U4038BI

Caliga
Square inspired 
strap sandals in 
leather
SH116SL

Candido
Combination pleat 
embellished long 
sleeves shirt in 
cotton voile
M5334BI

Dahlia
Versatile flower in 
cotton muslin
A 100BI

Aisyer
Drop crotch 
drawstring pants in 
linen heavy harbin
U4038BI

Aladdin
Pointy slip-on 
shoes in leather
SH113SL

Casper
Tone on tone 

stripe applique 
with handstitch 

detail long 
sleeves shirt in 

cotton voile
M5328BI

Jora
Slim cut 

trousers in linen 
heavy

MG491B5
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1 Aladin sandals SH113SL 2 Lele Opaco glasses SG075TT 3 Pintuck border details 4 AirDP transparant sneakers SH405TT 5 Piera Lucido sunglasses SGO79TT 
6 Lele Black sunglasses SG075TT 7 Eyeglasses collection 8 Camica belt BE024BI 9 Applique details 10 AirDP transparent sneakers SH405TT

11 Cola scarf SC060BI 12 Stitches detail 13 Shibori chaderi sarong SA434CS 14 Block print 15 Stripe applique with handstitch detail 16 Combination patchwork 

drawstring detail 17 Piera Lucido sunglasses SGO79TT, Two stripe print sarong SA24ZSA 18 Clyde shirt M5329BI, Ben jacket M7109BI 19 Conan jacket M5333BI, 

Piera Lucido sunglasses SGO79TT
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After more than 
twenty years, 

BIASA has grown to 
become one of the 

most established 
and unique fashion 

brands on the island 
with an international 

following spanning 
across the globe.

21BIASA Kemang, Jakarta

BIASA Ubud

BIASA BatubeligBIASA+ Seminyak
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BIASAGROUP.COM

BALI
BIASA SEMINYAK
Jalan Raya Seminyak 36, Kuta 
T +62 (0)361 730766
biasaseminyak@biasagroup.com

BIASA+
Jalan Raya Seminyak 34, Kuta
T +62 (0)361 730945
biasaplus@biasagroup.com

BIASA BATU BELIG
Jalan Batu Belig no 9, Kerobokan
T +62 (0)361 8475440/4735936
biasabatubelig@biasagroup.com

BIASA UBUD
Jalan Raya Sanggingan
T +62 (0)361 979123
biasaubud@biasagroup.com

BIASA SANUR
Jalan Danau Tamblingan 37 
T +62 (0)361 270935
biasasanur@biasagroup.com

JAKARTA
BIASA KEMANG 
Jalan Raya Kemang 20 
T +62 (0)21 7182322
biasajakarta@biasagroup.com

BIASA HERE


